
On May 1st, the Open Access Directory (OAD) celebrates its third year of operation and a million and a half unique hits. Awhile back, the editor 

of this publication, Information Today, asked me to one day write a column about launching a wiki-based reference source. Now seems like a 

good time to re�ect on creating a reference work on a social media platform and some of the things that I learned in the process. 

Peter Suber, long-term open access (OA) advocate, and I had been talking about doing such a project for a couple of years prior to its launch.  

We sought to start a way of maintaining the growing amount of factual material that was developing around OA.  As an educator I knew from 

the complaints made by students that open access information was often di�cult to �nd, particularly when open access could stand for many 

things, such as open access to the seashore. And the content was not organized well through a web search, so unless you knew of the exis-

tence of a particular list or the name of a piece of software you could be propelled in search results hell.

But then along came a doctoral student, Anthansia Pontika, from Greece and as her adviser I was tasked to come up with an appropriate 

service learning project. Hence, the project was born. We asked the Graduate School of Library and Information Science (GSLIS), where I am 

employed as a professor, to host the site. We were fortunate as GSLIS a proactive open-access-open source community so the OAD was an 

easy �t. Getting the college technology department to allow outside registrations to edit was a bit more di�cult but we succeeded. 

One of the things that we promised the college was that we were going to stay with simple lists of information, which was our intention from 

the beginning. Despite the fact that we are using wikimedia as our software platform we had no desire to replicate Wikipedia in terms of 

narrative or opinion pieces.  However, once some people heard that we were building a wiki-based reference they assumed that we would be 

operating on a Wikipedia model. Quite the contrary. 

Before we launched the OAD we examined quite a number of wikis and reached several conclusions. The �rst of these being that many wikis 

struggle to �nd a sense of purpose and overreach in their conclusions of what they can reasonably hope to accomplish. Not surprisingly then, 

many of them sputter and fail. They try to do too much for too many and cross-their-�ngers that somehow all the pieces will come together. 

Or put another way, they don’t address the basics of publishing.  

Part of this problem was too much relying on the crowd to magically appear and who will perform the tasks with little direction.  Google’s 

Open Directory Project (ODP) is just one, but perhaps the most telling of examples. Even though it was begun in 2002, the ODP limps along, in 

my opinion. Coverage is uneven, of questionable currency, and lacks an organizational scheme. The ODP also relies on the “declare-yourself-

an-expert” model of developing a content stream but seems to lack much upper-level editorial oversight. 

Developing the OAD 

The OAD was designed to be a reference work and we treat it editorially as such. Any one who is willing to register with a real name is able to 

add or edit content. Vandalism is handled swiftly and the user account is suspended after the �rst episode of problem content.  Only a small 

number of people are given sysop privileges, which among other things allow for deleting of a user account, uploading �les, or the addition 

or the retirement of lists. 

One of the things were learned early was to develop scope notes for each list before we launched it. In addition, each list is launched with 

some degree of content already included in order to provide examples of how we want to have the content formatted. We also keep lists in 

development until we feel that it is ready to made public and we feel that this has signi�cantly improved the quality of the contributions as 

well as overall content of each list. The OAD began with just six lists and we now have over forty we more to be developed, potentially dou-

bling the size of lists over time.  But we will have to redesign our organizational scheme in order to do. 

We did have some surprises. One of our most popular lists, Blogs About OA, populated itself very quickly and revealed many more blogs than 

we had anticipated. Another list, Acronyms, one which we debated starting because the list was not terribly long, has also had a surprising 

amount of tra�c. So we are willing to try lists out on the OAD but retire them if they fail to thrive, which has been the case with three of the 

lists. Current and time-sensative information, such as job in open access or calls for proposals seem better suited for other vehicles. 

              
A wiki is really just a database that allows for varying degrees of customization and wikimedia was built by the Wikimedia foundation to 

principally support Wikipedia. We were asking it to be something a bit di�erent, as a result ,we did not anticipated having trouble with was 

the software’s limitations in terms of the length of the lists, that has resulted in a couple of the lists breaking (cutting o� content)-a problem 

that we are currently addressing. In several ways our philosophy of keeping our content presentation as simple and low-bandwidth as 

possible has limited the amount of customization we elected to apply to the OAD. Put another way, we could do XYZ if we added this or that 

plug-in to the software. However, this restraint has turned out to be a good thing. After a recent server crash, the OAD was the last wiki to be 

returned online because not only is it the largest but the most customized of the hundreds of wikis that we maintain for GSLIS.

Finally, we actively provide oversight to the OAD which I believe is essentially for maintaining quality. If there was a single lesson to be learned 

from this process that it takes a dedicated core group to keep a good wiki going strong. We also keep our focus clearly on the radar and reject 

ideas for lists that not central to our goal, including avoiding duplicating work on sites that are already maintained elsewhere.
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Community-based published schemes need publishing plans to suceed
When people visit your site, they need to know what you want and how 
you want it done.
                    Plan your content: it doesn’t happen by chance.  
                    Integrate content management plans.
                   Upshot: Guide your visitors; don’t make them guess.

It’s Managerial, not technical!
Most problems with OpenAccess Directories are 
not technical, but managerial.
         Lists are held back from the public until management 
         feels they’re ready for release.
When problems actually are technical, focus on what you 
want the technology to achieve.

When your site visitors must guess, 
expect users to complain or go elsewhere.

The demand is there:  OAD is planning to grow signi�cantly in late 2011-2012.
Respond to the growth, but quality of  the product remains the key to OAD usefulness.
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